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When Bitcoin passed $13,000, an abnormally high number of long-term dormant Bitcoin adresses sent transactions, pointing
to a possible sell-off by veteran BTC traders.

Key Takeaways
ý

ý

According to Bitcoin’s Network Profit/Loss metric, Bitcoin investors realized a cumulative
profit of $4.43 million after the price breached $13k on Oct. 22.

ý

Renewed interest in holding Bitcoin can be seen by the total balance of addresses holding
between 100 and 1000 BTC. This number has grown by an additional 120,000 BTC in the last
2 weeks, following a steep drop-off throughout the second part of September.
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ý

The average amount of Bitcoin transacted on chain daily has grown by +17.7% in the last
week, peaking at a 20-day high of 757,270 recorded on October 22.
Santiment’s Bitcoin’s Price-DAA divergence model is becoming increasingly bearish due
to a strong divergence between price and the number of addresses interacting with BTC daily.

PayPal customers will be able to use
cryptocurrencies to shop at any merchant in its large
network starting from early 2021, the company said.

DBS, Singapore’s largest retail and commercial bank,
is entering the cryptocurrency space by launching
cryptocurrency trading, custody, and a platform for
conducting security token offerings
Visit Page
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Bitcoin on the move,
are the profit takers
cashing in?

Market Analysis Bitcoin HODLers reawaken
Coinciding with its first breach above $13k since July, Bitcoin’s on-chain data
has suggested a sudden surge in the activity of long-term BTC investors and
proverbial HODLers.
On October 23rd, Bitcoin's Age Consumed has recorded its largest uptick
in over 8 months, indicating that a significant amount of previously idle BTC
are starting to move on chain. Over 79955 BTC that were dormant for at least
a year changed addresses last Friday, pointing to a strong paradigm shift among
veteran BTC traders.

Long-term investors rarely make rash decisions, and instead, tend to move their
coins or execute trades based on extensive analysis and/or intimate market
knowledge. In turn, renewed activity among Bitcoin’s long-term holders tends
to coincide with strong shifts in market conditions and periods of upcoming
price volatility.
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Market Analysis Bitcoin HODLers reawaken
Bitcoin's Mean Dollar Invested Age (MDIA for short) has also experienced
a marked downtrend over the past 7 days, implying short-term distribution and
potential profit-taking by some long-term BTC investors.
Mean Dollar Invested Age is an on-chain indicator that tracks the average
amount of days that all BTC stayed in their current addresses, adjusted for their
acquisition cost. As a rule of thumb, a rising MDIA slope signals network-wide

accumulation (coins staying in the respective addresses), while drop-offs point
to increased movement of Bitcoin on the network.
As evident on the chart, Bitcoin’s MDIA has recorded similar drop-offs near
its local price tops in February and September, respectively, suggesting
an increased risk of price volatility up ahead.

Explore
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Market Analysis Crowd sentiment turns bullish — bad for BTC?
Based on the data from 1000+ crypto-related social channels, the average
sentiment towards Bitcoin has taken a complete U-turn amid its latest $13k
push, shifting from predominantly bearish to overwhelmingly bullish over the

past 10 days. Last Friday, Bitcoin-related sentiment was the highest it’s been
since May 12th, the date of Bitcoin’s last ‘halvening’.
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Market Analysis Crowd sentiment turns bullish — bad for BTC?
On the whole, positive crowd sentiment has rarely been a friend to digital
assets. Over the past 2 years, periods dominated by bullish chatter and
FOMO typically coincided with price consolidations or upcoming market
corrections — not just for Bitcoin, but Ethereum and other cryptocurrencies
as well.

The amount of Bitcoin-related mentions on crypto social media has also
seen a brief surge last week, recording a 3-month high on October 21st and
pointing to increased community interest in the benchmark cryptocurrency.
Similar to sentiment, extreme social mentions are often a sign of ‘peak hype’
and irrational market confidence, which can curtail sustained price rallies
in the short term.
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Market Analysis Signs of profit taking amid Bitcoin’s latest rally?
Last week’s market action may have prompted a period of interim profit
taking according to Bitcoin’s Network Profit/Loss (NPL for short), which
computes the average profit or loss of all coins that change addresses daily.
For each coin that moves on-chain, NPL takes the price at which it was
last moved and assumes this to be its acquisition price. Once it changes
addresses again, NPL assumes that the coin was sold. While not a perfect
measure, Bitcoin’s Network Profit/Loss c an p
 oint to general trends in holder
sentiment and overall levels of market FUD or FOMO.
With that in mind, October 22nd saw the highest single-day spike

in Bitcoin’s NPL since early February, suggesting that Bitcoin’s investors
were — on average — selling their BTC at a significant profit. As Bitcoin
surged to $13k last Thursday, Bitcoin’s network realized a cumulative profit
of $4.43m: an 8-month high.
A string of similar profit-taking spikes have been observed several times
in the past 2 years, often coinciding with local BTC price tops or periods
of market consolidations. For example, Bitcoin’s price top in 2019 was
recorded on June 26th, with a cumulative network profit of $4.21m. As such,
it will be of interest to see whether the latest NPL spike proves to be a ‘oneoff’, or a sign of things to come for Bitcoin’s investors.
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Market Analysis After breaking $13k, number of BTC whales hits new ATH
Following Bitcoin’s push above $13k, the amount of addresses holding more
than 1000 BTC (~$13,000,000) has grown to a new all-time high of 2241,
suggesting renewed confidence and short-term accumulation by some of the
largest BTC ‘whales’.

The exclusive 1k+ BTC club has seen a steady decline ever since the September
3rd crash but has managed to grow by 51 new addresses in the past 5 days
alone. In a similar vein, the total balance of addresses holding between 100 and
1000 BTC has grown by an additional 120,000 BTC in the last 2 weeks, following
a steep drop-off throughout the second part of September.

Explore
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Market Analysis After breaking $13k, number of BTC whales hits new ATH
While the general uptrend in whale holdings can’t be disputed, it’s worth
noting that some of these addresses likely belong to cryptocurrency exchanges
as well. On the far other side of the spectrum, the amount of addresses holding

up to 0.1 BTC ($1,300) has continued to rise throughout October, growing
by 580,000 since the start of the month to a new all-time high of 29.3 million.

Explore
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Market Analysis Bitcoin’s on-chain activity grows with the price — but will it suffice?
Bitcoin’s +13% week has had a significant impact on the coin’s on-chain activity,
including the number of daily users and the total value transferred on the
Bitcoin network daily.

The average amount of Bitcoin transacted on chain daily has grown by +17.7%
in the last week, peaking at a 20-day high of 757,270 recorded on October 22nd.
Shortly after the push above $13k, the amount of unique BTC transacted in the
last 30 days has surged to 1,7m — the highest amount since Black Thursday.

Explore
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Market Analysis Bitcoin’s on-chain activity grows with the price - but will it suffice?
On the user side, the amount of daily active addresses (DAA for short)
interacting with Bitcoin has grown by a modest +6% in the last week. While
promising, the uptick in Bitcoin’s DAA still lags behind ‘desirable’ levels
of network activity according to Santiment’s Price-DAA divergence model, which
tracks the relationship between Bitcoin’s price and the number of addresses
interacting with BTC daily.
Historically, strong divergences in these two metrics often earmarked

opportune Buy/Sell levels — when the price goes up while the amount of active
addresses declines, the model triggers a ‘Sell’ signal, and vice versa.
In the past week, Bitcoin’s Price-DAA divergence has been turning increasingly
red, pointing to the fact that BTC’s daily active addresses are struggling to ‘keep
up’ with the latest market action. According to the model, a considerable uptick
in Bitcoin’s DAA will be needed in days to come to provide the necessary
fundamental support and help propel the price of Bitcoin further.

Explore

This analysis was prepared by Santiment, a market intelligence platform that provides on-chain, social media and development information on 900+ cryptocurrencies.
Santiment develops tools, strategies and indicators to help users better understand crypto market behavior and identify data-driven investment opportunities.
Sign Up
Sign up to Santiment here:
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Legislation, Enterprise
Blockchain Adoption,
Fundraising Activity

Legislation
Multinational

G7 will oppose Libra launch until regulations
in place

FSB releases recommendations to regulate
'global stablecoins' such as Libra

33 money laundering crypto criminals targeted
worldwide in 3 separate cases

According to an Oct. 12 report “The
G7 continues to maintain that
no global stablecoin project should
begin operation until it adequately
addresses relevant legal, regulatory,
and oversight requirements through
appropriate design and by adhering to applicable standards”.

The G20’s financial watchdog, the
Financial Stability Board, has published regulatory recommendations opposing the trans-national
ambitions of “global stablecoins”.
The report warns that they could become “systemically important” across jurisdictions, undermining
the capacity for governments to dictate monetary policy within
their borders.

Europol announced a successful
operation across 16 countries that
resulted in the arrest of 20 individuals suspected of working for
the QQAAZZ criminal network. The
organization is accused of laundering
tens of millions of euros for top cybercriminals since 2016.

OCT 12, 2020
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OCT 16, 2020
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Legislation
North America

US financial watchdog fines early Bitcoin mixer
$60M for money laundering

SEC sees $5M victory in case against Kik

US AML watchdog wants info on all international
crypto transactions over $250

The U.S. Treasury's Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network announced
a $60 million fine against Larry
Dean Harmon, the man behind Helix
and Coin Ninja. Harmon was arrested
for operating a stable of mixers,
that constitute unregistered money services businesses.

The United States Securities and
Exchange Commission announced
that the Canadian messenger app
Kik Interactive failed to treat its sale
of KIN tokens as a securities offering and now needs to pay the SEC
$5 million in penalties and keep the commission posted as to any
capital raises for the next three years.

The Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network and Federal Reserve want
to lower the $3,000 threshold
to $250 for international transactions. The proposed change specifically calls out "convertible virtual
currencies," saying that they would also fall into the category
of money for the purposes of this rule.

OCT 19, 2020
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Legislation
Europe, the Middle East and Africa

Major P2P crypto platform LocalBitcoins
is blocked in Russia

Spain's new bill proposal complicates crypto for
citizens

LocalBitcoins.net is officially blacklisted in Russia. The reason for the
blacklisting has not been announced.

OCT 13, 2020

Spain’s fresh bill draft requires the
nation’s citizens to report any digital asset usage or holdings, even
if such usage includes assets held
or transacted outside of Spain, and
bans all cash business transactions
higher than 1,000 euros.

Visit Page
OCT 13, 2020

Visit Page

Unqualified investors can buy
up to $8K of crypto, says Bank of Russia
The Bank of Russia suggested that
unqualified investors in Russia
should not be allowed to invest
more than 600,000 Russian rubles
($7,800) in digital assets per year.
The official statement stipulates that
the new regulatory restrictions will involve not only digital financial assets but also “other digital rights”.
OCT 14, 2020

Swiss gov’t starts consultation process for
blockchain laws

Vinnik trial for extortion and Bitcoin money
laundering begins in Paris

Switzerland’s Federal Department
of Finance has initiated a consultation process for a blanket ordinance in the blockchain and distributed ledger technology space.
The consultation will happen among
cantons, parties and other interested groups in this space with
amendments later included in Federal laws.

Russian national Alexander Vinnik
is being charged by Paris court
with extortion, money laundering and criminal association after
20 victims of the "Locky" malware
paid the ransom in Bitcoin. Vinnik
is alleged to be one of the creators of the malware and is facing
up to 10 years in prison.

OCT 19, 2020

Visit Page

OCT 19, 2020

Visit Page

Russian officials must now declare crypto
holdings
Russia's public officials will be mandated to declare all private crypto
assets holdings from New Year’s Day,
2021.

OCT 22, 2020
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Supply Chain

Agriculture giants team up on blockchain
platform to track grains in Brazil

Nine Chilean cargo shipping companies approved
to develop joint blockchain platform

The world's largest grain companies,
Bunge and Cargill, have joined together to create Covantis, which
will use blockchain technology
to unify the sector's data and facilitate communication between
all participants, improving the logistics processes at the ports.

Chile’s National Economic Prosecutor’s Office has granted approval to nine national freight maritime cargo companies to establish
a joint venture to develop a blockchain platform. The solution aims
to handle all the processes related to maritime cargo, such
as document issuance and cargo clearance, among other services.

OCT 16, 2020

Visit Page

OCT 21, 2020
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Financial Services

Germany looks to blockchain to help decentralize
their energy economy

Top Chinese chemical firm uses blockchain to cut
trade financing costs

Siemens-backed blockchain energy platform
showcases in Germany

Figure Technologies used the
Provenance blockchain and aims
to use the technology to automate
much of the paper-based processes in fundraising and fund management. Services include capital
raising, investor onboarding, know-your-customer, anti-money
laundering and so on.

Major players in China’s petrochemical trade have applied blockchain technology to address weak
points in the logistics cycle and
alleviate the high financing costs and
delays. The system offers a solution
for risks such as fraudulent warehouse receipts, forged delivery
documents, unclear property in goods etc.

The so-called “Pebbles” project developed by Siemens is holding a virtual demo of its blockchain-based
marketplace platform for optimized
electricity trading. The initiative aims
to provide a platform to enable
private energy producers to market their electricity directly
to local consumers without the need for middlemen.

OCT 13, 2020
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Other Industries

IBM blockchain powers new app to help firms
reopen amid pandemic

Zenit St. Petersburg are creating collectible
blockchain cards of their players

Japanese payments firm JCB and Mizuho Bank
test blockchain-based ID

IBM Watson Health, a healthcare-focused arm of IBM, is launching
IBM Digital Health Pass, a blockchain-based app that can deploy multiple data types like
COVID-19 test results and onsite
temperature scans to generate a verified health status.

Zenit St. Petersburg — the top soccer
club in Russia’s Premier League — has
signed on to the Ethereum blockchain-based fantasy soccer Sorare
platform. Zenit players will be released as collectible and tradeable
digital cards within the blockchain-based game.

Japan’s Mizuho Bank and local payment giant JCB are preparing to pilot
a digital identity interoperability
system based on blockchain technology. The joint initiative will allow
the companies to verify mechanisms to securely transfer and link member ID information
by multiple business operators.

OCT 13, 2020
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OCT 15, 2020

Visit Page

OCT 19, 2020
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South Korean telecom launches blockchain wallet
for official documents
The South Korean SK Telecom will issue its first digital wallet for blockchain-powered digital certificate
storage and management with the
approval of the Ministry of Public Administration and Security. Digitized
certificates include copies of resident registration cards,
health insurance qualification certificates, immigration certificates etc.
OCT 22, 2020
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Fundraising Activity

Ripple donates $10M to Mercy
Corps during annual Swell
conference

Six Binance Smart Chain DeFi
projects awarded grants from
$100M fund

CasperLabs readies blockchain
platform for 2021 mainnet launch
with $14M private sale

Binance VC arm leads $1.3M raise
for decentralized streaming
protocol

Investor: Ripple

Investor: Binance

Investor: Multiple (12 investors)

Investor: Binance

Business scope: Payment protocol,

Business scope: Cryptocurrency exchange

exchange network

Headquarter location: Malta

Headquarter location: USA

Business scope: Blockchain development

Fundraising companies: AnySwap,

Fundraising company: Mercy Corps

Arkane Network, BakerySwap, Bitquery,

Business scope: Humanitarian aid organisation

PancakeSwap and Proxima

Headquarter location: USA

Activity: Building on Binance Smart Chain

Announcement date: October 15th, 2020

Announcement date: October 14th, 2020

Funding amount: $10 million

Funding amount: $350k (for each firm)

OCT 16, 2020

Visit Page

OCT 14, 2020

Fundraising company: CasperLabs

Visit Page

Headquarter location: Switzerland
Announcement date: October 21st, 2020
Funding amount: $14m
OCT 21, 2020

Business scope: Cryptocurrency exchange
Headquarter location: Malta
Fundraising company: Audius
Business scope: Blockchain-enabled
streaming service
Headquarter location: USA

Visit Page

Announcement date: October 23rd, 2020
Funding amount: $1,25m
OCT 23, 2020

Visit Page

Cointelegraph Consulting
Cointelegraph Consulting offers bespoke research on digital assets and distributed ledger technology. Our services range from phone calls with clients when they have a question,
educational seminars for companies via online conferencing, and in-depth written reports on a wide range of topics. Our team consists of seasoned blockchain technologists that have
a passion for providing un-biased buy-side research. To schedule a free 30-minute consultation with Cointelegraph Consulting, respond to this email.
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Do you have questions about digital
assets and enterprise blockchain?
Contact Cointelegraph Consulting for a Free Consultation

consulting@cointelegraph.com

